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‘What are you thinking about?’
‘Love.’
‘In general, or in particular?’
‘In particular. You?’
‘Ants. Oh, and hanging, shooting, drowning or poison.’
‘Are you asking me to choose?’

Nothing happens, much. Then something does. Then noth-
ing again, or – rarely – something else. Then nothing, and so
on and so on until it becomes hard to perceive any difference
between nothing and something.

To break the rhythm, to introduce a little visual diversity,
the camera sometimes cuts to close-up shots of the specta-
tors, magaziney girls with big breasts or men dressed as car-
rots. Today, it has twice honed in on a man in a wheelchair
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wearing black glasses. He is staring at the players with abso-
lute concentration, and even before the camera moved back
a smidgeon so you could see his white stick and his guide
dog, I knew he was blind. 

For perhaps 95 per cent of the time, for those who have no
strong interest in what they are looking at, it is dull. Even
Alan can’t convince me that watching the bowler walk back
to the place where he starts his run-up makes for edge-of-
your-seat viewing, or the times after each over when they all
move to different positions and start again from the other
end. The effect, I suppose, is to make the fun bits – like
when the batter really smashes the ball, or someone leaps in
the air and falls flat – more exciting, worth waiting for. Yes-
terday someone complained about the ball so they brought
out a box of other ones and the umpire offered the box to the
players to choose from. The strawberry cream? The walnut
truffle? No one ever chooses the nougat, I don’t know why
they bother.

I think of Alan and me sitting at the kitchen table having
one of our fumbling arguments, with Selwyn as spectator. It
doesn’t matter what it’s about: do we go by tube or take the
car, do we really need a new computer and why not second-
hand, how much can you still like someone if they believe in
God or send their children to private schools. When one of
us is on top form, it might be diverting. When both of us
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are, it’s entertaining, for us too. If it’s a flat pitch and the
ball isn’t turning and we’re just going through the motions,
he walks out. ‘Selwyn, come back!’ Alan pleads. ‘Why don’t
we . . .’ 

Alan doesn’t approve of boredom. It makes him feel
guilty. This is because he’s not good at it. So he devotes
enormous amounts of energy to doing battle with it: making
lists and plans, being better at his job than his colleagues,
cleaning his shoes, getting up early on holiday so we can fit
in the flea-market and the ice-cream place before the trans-
port museum. And, yes, watching cricket. Because I’m bet-
ter at being bored, the fact that I find pretty well all of the
above boring (although I did unexpectedly enjoy the trans-
port museum) hasn’t mattered, much. He used to worry
about Selwyn not being ‘stimulated’ enough, but a lot of the
time that was because he was jealous of Selwyn for being
even better at boredom than me, or for not seeing it as a
problem, or for not being bored at all.

Ants – an obvious, indeed hackneyed example. I’m sure
Selwyn isn’t the only child who has spent an enraptured two
hours watching ants drag a couple of breadcrumbs or a scrap
of apple peel across the draining board, along the wall, up
between the window frame and where the draught exclud-
er’s come loose, down again, through the jagged peaks and
vast crevasses of the patio and down into a black hole. The
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leaders, the laggards, those who are doomed. Diversions,
heavier loads, new obstacles put in place. Calculated floods.
While I watched him from where I was sitting, as he
watched the ants, and Alan fretted that if we didn’t set off
now for wherever we’d intended to go there’d be nothing to
see when we got there. Wordsworthian, this: the natural
world, all those vivid sense impressions. Not that nature
need have anything to do with it. Screwdrivers were magic.
A wet afternoon would enable Selwyn to discover exactly
how many different parts the hoover was made up of, and
the wonderful properties of accumulated dust: how it
adheres, how it hangs in the air and disperses. Or the tripod
for Alan’s camera, or his desk lamp, which by the extreme
mercy of a usually non-existent beneficent god was un-
plugged at the time. (‘The un-making of things can have as
creative results as the making of them: discuss’ – a question
I’d include in my History of Science exam, if they ever went
back to setting exams.) Nor, I believe, when Selwyn was
walking home with Rashid from primary school, same route
every day for years, were they bored or silent: they debated
passionately whether it would be better to die from too
much heat or too much cold, and the gloriously many differ-
ent ways of committing suicide. 

But it’s different now. He sits in front of a computer game
on a flat screen – and this is boring, because he knows how
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these games will end, or at any rate the people who make
them do: they’re finite, and fixed. They don’t even have the
appeal of sport, which is that even when one team is much
better than the other, you never know for sure what’s going
to happen next, and nor do the players. By five o’clock all the
probabilities could be overturned. And cricket, which allows
for the influence of an almost infinite number of variable fac-
tors within its Byzantine structure – even I can see this – has
class. Alan watching cricket is Alan watching the ants track
across the patio, choosing one and following its crazy course,
choosing another.

Boredom is what Selwyn has now, and has had for the past
year. He lies on his bed with his arm across his forehead like
some pallid Victorian poet dying of consumption or perma-
nent writer’s block. He can’t even be bothered to flush the
loo, because that tempestuous cascade of water that sends
your turds spinning like upturned boats no longer holds any
interest. He avoids me, he doesn’t meet my eyes. Boredom is
what he drags around with him, parades, wears like a suit of
armour. Blank eyes, or eyes rolled upwards in disgust. Slack
stance, grudging walk. Where he’s headed he doesn’t seem
to know or care, any forward movement just an excuse to
kick aside a Coke can or bottle that happens to be in his path.
You wouldn’t want him on your team: he’s not interested in
playing any game, still less in being any good at it. He is, Alan
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would say, out of form: his shambling, angst-ridden trudge
is exactly that of a batsman who keeps missing the ball or hit-
ting it straight to a fielder, or that gangly bowler who can’t
even throw the ball – not that difficult, surely – in the right
direction. 

And if being in form – your body brimming with life and
confidence, alert to everything around you, your timing
spot-on and your jokes all funny – equates with being in
love, then Selwyn has clearly fallen out of love. With me. He
no longer chases me around the kitchen with a water pistol,
or puts grapes in my cup of tea. He doesn’t ask me where
rain comes from, or why you can’t pee and sneeze at the
same time. He no longer rushes to my bed on my birthday
clutching a hand-made card with a sellotaped pop-up frog
that falls out when I open it – instead, he dutifully proffers a
shop-bought card with ‘love’ in some fancy typeface that
mocks the real thing. I have become a type and not an indi-
vidual, a representative of a category, an off-the-peg mother.

I have a déjà-vu. As I am telling the loss-adjuster that Sel-
wyn has phoned and is safe, as the loss-adjuster is reaching
to draw the curtains more closed – either because he doesn’t
want anyone else except me to see him naked, or to reduce
the glare of sunlight on the TV screen – it comes suddenly
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to me that I have lived this moment before: this room, this
light, this exact stance or posture of this exact man with his
grey-streaked hair, his so-so stomach, his tortuous knees,
shelf of his hip, wit of his eyes, spread of his hands, with this
exact distance between us.  

It cannot be. It passes.
And then, as he bends to switch off the TV, it comes again

– not so sharp, more an echo, a confusion. The Indians are
batting again, as they did two days ago and surely they have
had their turn?

‘Second innings,’ says the loss-adjuster. ‘They bat, the
others bat, then the first lot again.’

‘Again?’
‘Five days . . .’
‘And again and again?’
‘Just twice.’ 
‘Oh, so it’s like that play by Samuel Beckett.’ Except that

you can see the Beckett in one evening.
This changes everything. It’s not like life at all, unless you

believe in reincarnation.
You get a second chance.
Everything you did wrong first time round you can now

do right.
Or vice versa. But different, anyway.
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Match analysis, briefly continued.
. . . Or – to the contrary – Selwyn is out of form because

I don’t love him enough.
But I do. If he’d let me.
God, that’s weak. It’s hardly his fault that I happen to

have fallen in love with someone else, which does tend to
change the focus of one’s attention. That I’ve suddenly
changed from being a dependable work-horse bowler into a
flash devil-may-care batter. That I’ve become the adoles-
cent, and he quite rightly isn’t too happy about being asked
if he’d mind being understanding and worldly-wise and
middle-aged.

Shit. Confusion all round. Although, possibly, when you
get bored with being good at boredom, confusion is the nat-
ural next stage. For some reason I have a memory of Selwyn
aged about seven eating a plate of spaghetti, the sauce all
over his face and the long white strands looping from his
mouth; and then I think of spaghetti Westerns, and then
cowboys and Indians, and I feel a sudden huge sorrow for the
Indians, who were never allowed to win. 

‘Here?’
‘Further out. Stop – yes, there.’
‘And now?’
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‘Closer.’
It’s as if he knows already. He has, I admit, a natural tal-

ent. You move in, I remember, with the bowler, a few paces,
alert.

‘I’m –’
‘Yes.’
‘You know, seeing you’re left-handed, maybe we should

change –’
‘We could –’
We do. Continuous movement, the full repertoire of

strokes. And we are finding, or stumbling upon, new posi-
tions. Fine leg. Gully – gully is good. Slip and slip and slip.
Deep backward. There are muscles and other bits being exer-
cised I never knew I had. Some of these positions may be
structurally unsafe but surely this is how technology advances
– the cantilever bridge, new techniques of drilling for oil.

Afterwards, I look at the map of positions that Alan made
for me, the star chart. So many of the points are clustered
around the narrow strip at the centre which he has shaded
in. I find a pen on the loss-adjuster’s desk and start to join up
the dots.

This little, little place, no room to swing a bat, the size of a
generous grave: the lift, in which I go up to my lover and
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